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Recap: why seabirds are caught

Seabirds are attracted to fishing operations by 
the availability of food and actively pursue 
baited hooks.

Effective seabird bycatch mitigation must 
prevent seabirds accessing baited hooks, 
otherwise they can become hooked or 
entangled and drown by the sinking line.

Different seabirds can dive to different 
depths.

Baited hooks must be protected from 
seabirds until they have sunk below the dive 
depth of the seabird species occurring in the 
area.



Combinations of different bycatch mitigation 
methods

Branch line weighting, tori lines and night setting have each been 
demonstrated to be effective to differing degrees; however, each 
have limitations when used alone. 

• There is a period of time when hooks are accessible to birds even 
when branch lines are weighted. 

• Night setting used alone is less effective at reducing seabird 
bycatch for nocturnally active birds and during bright moon light 
conditions. 

• Bird scaring lines used alone can rarely protect baited hooks 
beyond the aerial extent of the line. 





Combinations of different bycatch mitigation 
methods

Standalone best practice mitigation options have been designed to 
overcome the challenges of other single mitigation methods.

• Hook-shielding devices encase the point and barb of baited hooks 
until a prescribed depth or immersion time has been reached.

• Underwater bait setting devices deploys encapsulated baited 
hooks at the stern of the vessel releasing the baited hooks at a 
pre-determined depth.



Evidence on effectiveness of tori lines and night 
setting

Studies summarised in SC-19-EB-IP-15



Evidence on effectiveness of tori lines and 
branchline weighting

Studies summarised in SC-19-EB-IP-15



Evidence on effectiveness of night setting and 
branch line weighting

Studies summarised in SC-19-EB-IP-15



Evidence on effectiveness of tori line, night setting 
and branchline weighting

Studies summarised in SC-19-EB-IP-15



Evidence on effects of combinations of mitigation 
methods on target catch

Studies summarised 
in SC-19-EB-IP-15



Practical considerations on the use of 
combinations of bycatch mitigation methods

Using branch line weighting in 
combination with tori lines 
may address some of the 
practicality concerns regarding 
tori line use, in particular that 
fast sinking gear is less likely to 
tangle with the in-water parts 
of a tori line.



Conclusions from the literature review

The review presented in SC-19-EB-IP-15 concluded:

• The effects of various combinations of measures on seabird bycatch 
have been documented, though statistical significance is not available 
for most studies, given the extent of threatened seabird mortality that 
this would require.

• Reductions in bycatch are consistently evident with two and three 
mitigation measures in place.

• Even in assemblages dominated by white-chinned petrels, a species that 
presents particular challenges for bycatch reduction, bycatch was 
reduced to zero with tori lines, branchline weighting, and night setting 
in place.

• No evidence on target catch rate reductions following the use of 
multiple mitigation measures exists.



Which combination is the effective?
• Different combinations of mitigation methods are intended to provide 

flexibility to allow for the best approach “on the water”

• Comparing overall effectiveness is challenging due to context-specific trials

• Few studies evaluate different combinations and specifications 
experimentally

• Bell et al. in prep developed a method to evaluate relative performance 
across mitigation methods of different specs by calculating Standardized 
Interaction Rates (SIRi) per method and combination:
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in which IPUEij = interaction per unit effort (bycatch rate/contact rate/attack rate, usually per 1,000 hooks) 
per mitigation method i per trial/study j.

• We applied this method to results presented in >40 different papers (incl. 
those in SC-19-EB-IP-15) containing sufficient data and specifications to 
estimate SIRi and provide standardised insights into which method and 
combination of which specs are most effective for each Hemisphere



Which SH combination is most effective? 

SIRi analyses for the SH show:
• Order of effectiveness among 

single methods is reflected in 
the order of effectiveness of 
combinations

• WBL + Tori lines + NS is most 
effective

• WBL + Tori lines is most 
effective 2/3 option

• Adopting ACAP 2023 specs 
would result in overall relative 
effectiveness gains of 24%

• This gain would be driven by 
improved BLW specs 
(relative improvement of 41%)

“One stop” methods

Combinations of three methods

Combinations of two methods

Individual methods



Which NH combination is most effective? 
SIRi analyses for the NH show:
• Similar order as in SH
• BDB performs poorly
• Line shooter trial did not contain 

sufficient data to include
• WBL + Tori lines + NS is most effective
• WBL + Tori lines is most effective 2/3 

option

• Adopting ACAP 2023 specs would 
result in overall relative 
effectiveness gains of 44%

• This would be driven by 
improvements in TLs (relative 
improvement of 32%) and WBLs 
(41%) and removal of BDB

• Adopting WCPFC SH specs in the 
NH would result in overall relative 
effectiveness gains of 26%

“One stop” methods

Combinations of three methods

Combinations of two methods

Individual methods



Which combinations are the best in which hemisphere? 

Discussion prompt: Do you have any evidence to share on the effectiveness 
of combinations of mitigation methods, either in the NH or SH?



Which method(s) are reported most often? 

• Four years (2019-22) of Annual Reports - Part. 1 for 29 CCMs 
were analysed to identify preferences and trends in mitigation 
use across the WCPO per latitudinal band

• Limited reporting of fishing effort (per relevant latitudinal 
band) limits weighted analyses

Mean proportions reported as used by CCMs during 2019-22 in the WCPO 

Mitigation method >30⁰S 25⁰S - 30⁰S 25⁰S - 23⁰N >23⁰N

Night setting 32% 16% 13% 21%

Tori line 62% 34% 12% 48%

Weighted branch lines 53% 34% 21% 47%

Hook Shielding Devices 0% 0% 0% 0%

NH options 0% 0% 10% 33%



Which method(s) are reported most often? 

Data based on Annual Reports - Part 1 as submitted to SC16-19 and show proportions 
among CCMs, i.e., not weighted by fishing effort

Not reported

None

NH options

One SH option

Two SH options
Three SH options

Two SH options

NH options

Not reportedNot reported Not reported

Three SH optionsThree SH options

Two SH options

Two SH options



Which method(s) are reported most often? 

Discussion prompt: Do you have any scientific evidence to share on the preference 
for, or trends over time, in regard to the use of mitigation method combinations?

Not reported

None

NH options

One SH option

Two SH options
Three SH options

Two SH options

NH options

Not reportedNot reported Not reported

Three SH optionsThree SH options

Two SH options

Two SH options
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